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Abstract
In this paper, a new technique is proposed for the automatic generation of a preview sequence of a feature ﬁlm. The input video is decomposed into a number of basic components
called shots. In this step, the proposed shot change detection algorithm is able to detect both
the abrupt and gradual transition boundary. Then, shots are grouped into semantic-related
scenes by taking into account the visual characteristics and temporal dynamics of video.
Finally, by making use of an empirically motivated approach, the intense-interaction and action scenes are extracted to form the abstracting video. Compared with related works which
integrate visual and audio information, our visual-based approach is computationally simple
yet eﬀective.
 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
As recent advances in computational power and storage capacity, the potential
for large digital video libraries is growing rapidly. Owing to the sheer volume of data
and unstructured format, eﬃcient access to video is not an easy task. It is imperative
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to give users necessary summarizing and skimming tools so that they can quickly ﬁnd
the content they interest. The abstract of a video sequence is a short synopsis which
preserves the essence of the original video content. If eﬀective abstraction tools were
available, the users could evaluate ten hours of video in tens of minutes and determine quickly which portions to examine in further detail. Depending on its objective,
there are two basic forms of video abstraction:
Preview: Its objective is to reduce a long video into a short sequence that is used to
help the user to determine if a video program is worth viewing entirely (Hanjalic
and Zhang, 1999a; He et al., 1999; Nam and Tewﬁk, 1999; Pfeiﬀer et al., 1996;
Smith and Kanade, 1997; Toklu et al., 2000).
Browsing: It consists of a set of key frames which can be used to guide a user to
locate speciﬁc video segments of interest (DeMenthon et al., 1998; Gong and Liu,
2000; Uchihashi et al., 1999; Zhang et al., 1997).
In our work, we focus on the preview of digital movies. In current movie marketing,
it is common to produce a trailer (short summary) of a movie to get people interested. However, manual production of trailer is time-consuming and costly. There is,
therefore, a need to develop procedures for the automatic summarization of movie
content.
Until now, only a few techniques have been proposed for the automatic generation of preview sequences of video. One of the most straightforward approaches is
based on the dynamic sampling of the underlying video sequence (Nam and
Tewﬁk, 1999). The local sampling rate is directly proportional to the amount of
visual activity in localized ‘‘sub-shot’’ units of the video. At playtime, linear interpolation is performed to provide the viewer a moving storyboard. However, the
compression ratio is too low (6:1) and no discussion on how to handle the accompanying audio track is reported. Hanjalic and Zhang (1999a) apply multiple partitional clustering to all frames of a video sequence. Then the optimal number of
extracted video segments (clusters) is determined by a cluster-validity analysis.
For long video sequence such as movie, this method will result in too many clusters and make the abstracting video too long. Another common approach is the
integration of speech recognition and image understanding techniques (Christel
et al., 1998; Pfeiﬀer et al., 1996; Smith and Kanade, 1997; Toklu et al., 2000).
In this approach, audio as well as visual information is used to extract important
content from a video. However, it is computationally expensive. Moreover, satisfying results may not be obtained from video with audio track containing more than
just speech, or video clip which is silent.
In this paper, we propose an eﬃcient technique for video abstraction using not
audio or text but visual contents of the given video. Our approach is based on the
construction of high-level video structure. Since shots are marked by physical
boundaries only, in our approach, shots are grouped into semantic-related scenes
by taking into account the visual characteristics and temporal dynamics of video.
Then, a compact representation of video content called scene transition graph is
built. By analyzing the structure of scene transition graph, some important/interesting video clips are extracted and form the preview sequence of the original
video.
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2. The proposed approach
A video is physically formed by shots and semantically described by scenes. A
shot is a sequence of frames that was continuously captured by the same camera.
A scene is basically a story unit and consists of a small number of interrelated shots
that are consecutive or not. In view of such underlying structures, it is desirable to
automatically identify both visual and temporal relations in video and extract a compact representation of the story. Thus, the proposed approach is made up of three
main steps: (1) Segmentation of video into shots. (2) Grouping of shots into scene.
(3) Selection of video clips to form preview sequence. Each of these steps is described
in the following subsections.
2.1. Segmentation of video into shots
Shot is the fundamental unit of a video. Shots can be joined together by either an
abrupt transition (cut) or a gradual transition. In abrupt transition, two shots are simply concatenated, while in the gradual transition, additional frames may be introduced using editing operations such as fade in, fade out, dissolve and wipe. A
good video segmentation technique should be able to detect shots with both types
of transition. The existing shot boundary detection techniques can be classiﬁed into
ﬁve categories: pixel based (Zhang et al., 1993), statistics based (Hanjalic and Zhang,
1999b), transform based (Yeo and Liu, 1995), feature based (Zabin et al., 1995), and
histogram based (Swanberg et al., 1993). Several researchers claim that the histogram-based approach achieves good trade oﬀ between accuracy and speed (Gargi
et al., 2000). The histogram-based algorithm is implemented by comparing the histogram of two consecutive frames. If the frame diﬀerence is greater than a threshold,
an abrupt transition is detected. A problem arises when the transition is gradual; the
shot does not change abruptly but over a period of few frames. The diﬀerence between two frames is not so large to declare it a shot boundary. Here, we propose
an improved algorithm to detect both types of shot boundary.
The basic idea is that the frames before and after a gradual transition are usually
markedly diﬀerent. Instead of the diﬀerence between two consecutive frames, we
compute the diﬀerence between two frames which are k frames apart. Let H ðfm ; iÞ
denote the number of pixels of gray value i in the mth frame fm , the histogram difference between the frame fm and its kth predecessor is deﬁned as
1 X
fdðm; m  kÞ ¼
jH ðfm ; iÞ  H ðfmk ; iÞj;
2N i
where N is the number of pixel in a frame. A similar formulation is deﬁned for color
image. Given a sequence of frames f1 ; f2 ; . . . ; fn and a ﬁxed number k, the frame
diﬀerence sequence fdðk þ 1; 1Þ; fdðk þ 2; 2Þ; . . . ; fdðn; n  kÞ can be determined.
Frame fm is detected as a gradual transition boundary (see Fig. 1), if
fdðm; m  kÞ > a (threshold) and fdðm; m  kÞ is a local maximum of the frame
diﬀerence sequence. Frame fm is detected as an abrupt transition boundary (see
Fig. 2), if fdðm; m  kÞ is the ﬁrst element of the subsequence fdðm; m  kÞ; . . . ;
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Fig. 1. The detection of gradual transition.

Fig. 2. The detection of abrupt transition.

fdðm þ s; m þ s  kÞðs > 0Þ that are greater than b (threshold). If k is too large, the
algorithm will miss some short shot boundary. To determine appropriate k value, we
consider the minimal length of a video shot. In movie making, each shot lasts at least
for 1/3 s to impress audience. Therefore, for 30 frames/s video, k should not be larger
than 10.
Like most of the reported work in the literature, our approach still can not avoid
the over-segmentation (i.e., false detection of shot boundary) problem resulting from
the following factors:
(I) Object moving close to the camera and covering most of the frame surface.
(II) Signiﬁcant camera/object movement.
(III) Sharp lighting change such as ﬂashing lights.
However, by some post-processing, we can remedy this problem partially.
After video is segmented into shots, key frames can be extracted from each shot.
Key frame is the frame which can represent the salient content of the shot. For any
shot after an abrupt transition, a natural and easy way is to choose the ﬁrst frame
of that shot as the key frame. However, for a shot after a gradual transition, it is
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Fig. 3. An example of shot boundary detection and key frame extraction.

possible that the ﬁrst frame is part of a dissolve eﬀect at the shot boundary, which
strongly reduces its representative quality. Therefore, for a shot after a gradual transition, we choose frame fm as the key frame if fdðm; m  kÞ is the ﬁrst element of the
subsequence fdðm; m  kÞ; . . . ; fdðm þ s; m þ s  kÞðs > 0Þ that are smaller than a
threshold. If no such fm exists, we choose a frame fm with the minimum
fdðm; m  kÞ as the key frame. Next, we remedy the over-segmentation problem resulting from factor (I). For two shots before and after a gradual transition, if the histogram diﬀerence of their respective key frames is smaller than a threshold, these two
shots should be merged together into a single one. Finally, we test the proposed shot
boundary detection algorithm on a 760-frame video sequence with ﬁve abrupt transitions and 12 gradual transitions. As shown in Fig. 3, both types of shot boundaries
are all correctly detected and the extracted key frames are displayed at the bottom.
2.2. Grouping of shots into scenes
Since people watch the video by its semantic scenes not the physical shots, shots
cannot convey meaningful semantics unless they are purposely grouped into semantic-related scenes (story units). In the segmentation of a still image, pixels are
grouped into the same cluster if they are homogeneous with respect to some characteristics. Likewise, we want to group shots into several clusters, each of which represents a collection of interrelated shots that are uniﬁed by some common
characteristics. In other words, each cluster composes a meaningful unit in the story.
The common characteristics of shots we seek are the mutual interactions in terms of
visual similarities and temporal localities. Therefore, in our approach, shots are
grouped on the basis of their visual contents and temporal localities. Two shots
are similar (or semantic-related) if they are visually similar and temporally close.
On the other hand, two shots that are far apart in time but similar in visual content
should belong to two diﬀerent scenes. Given two shots Si and Sj with respective key
frames fki and fkj , a similarity measure between these two shots is deﬁned as

fdðki ; kj Þ if jki  kj j < T ;
DðSi ; Sj Þ ¼
1
otherwise:
With this similarity measure, we apply classic data clustering technique (such as
complete-link method Jain and Dubes, 1988) to group shots that are similar together
into a cluster (scene). The choice of threshold T is also critical. A too large T can
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render two distinct scenes to be grouped into one story unit, while a too small T can
cause a scene to be broken into several story units. For application likes video abstraction, we prefer over-segmentation rather than under-segmentation. It is less
detrimental to have several story units represent a scene than to have one story unit
represent several scenes—these scenes cannot be recovered in subsequent analysis. In
our experiment, we set T to be 90 s (or 2700 frames for 30 frames/s video).
To represent the video content in a compact way, we adopt the ‘‘scene transition
graph’’ proposed by Yeung and Yeo (1997). A scene transition graph is a directed
graph, such that each node represents a scene consisting of a cluster of visually similar shots, and a directed edge is drawn from node A to B if there is a shot in node A
that immediately precedes a shot in node B. Therefore, the clustering results and the
temporal relationships of the shots in the clusters are used to derive such a representation. This representation allows some form of analysis of video through the analysis of graph.
2.3. Selection of video clips
To choose video clips (segments) for inclusion in the abstract, some heuristic criteria are needed. Obviously, the criteria would vary depending on the type of video:
documentary ﬁlm abstract should give a good overview of the contents of the entire
video whereas feature ﬁlm abstract should be entertaining in itself. In our work, we
concentrate on abstracting feature ﬁlms. For feature ﬁlms, the criteria used include:
(1) important contents and (2) attractive to the viewer.
In most feature movies, important content is characterized by intense-interaction
scenes. This is a consequence of the montage presentation of ﬁlm—that movie director often emphasizes the important content by controlling the camera to repeatedly
alternate among several scenes. On the other hand, action clips are often more interesting and carry more content in a short time than calm clips. Action scenes such as
gunﬁre, explosions and car chases, attract attention and make viewers curious.
To extract intense-interaction scene, we analyze the structure of scene transition
graph. Since the edges depict the temporal ﬂow of the story, the degree of interactions among scenes is determined by the number of edges connecting to the corresponding nodes. In our approach, two nodes (scenes) are extracted if there are
more than three edges between them. Fig. 4 is a portion of the scene transition graph
of the movie ‘‘Four Weddings and a Funeral,’’ where the shown image is the key
frame of each video shot. The number below each key frame indicates the temporal
order. Unfortunately, because of copyright consideration, we cannot show the content of each image. Fig. 5 shows the extracted intense-interaction scenes. One important issue is the determination of the length of selected video clip. Based on some
psychological experiments, Pfeiﬀer et al. argued that a scene must be at least 3.25 s
long to get completely analyzed (Pfeiﬀer et al., 1996). Therefore, for each extracted
scene, we select the shortest shot which length is also larger than 3.25 s. If no component shot is larger than 3.25 s, the longest shot is chosen as video abstract.
Action scene is often characterized by the fast object/camera movement, or sharp
change in lighting. Thus, to extract action scene, we make use of the consequence of
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Fig. 4. Scene transition graph for ‘‘Four Weddings and a Funeral.’’ The images cannot be shown because
of copyright consideration.

Fig. 5. The extracted intense-interaction scenes.

over-segmentation resulting from factors (II) and (III). Such scene is most likely
found in the shot sequence where there is a consecutive subsequence of short shots.
Then, a 3-s video clip is selected from the identiﬁed scene to form the preview sequence. Figs. 6 and 7 show the frames diﬀerence of video sequences with signiﬁcant
camera movement and sharp light change respectively. As indicated in these two ﬁgures, there are many short shots in the video.
Another feature of our technique is that the end of the movie is not revealed. To
keep the suspense of story, we do not include clips from the last 10% of the movie.
Finally, the selected video clips and their respective audio tracks are composed into
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Fig. 6. Frames diﬀerence of a video sequence with signiﬁcant camera movement.

Fig. 7. Frames diﬀerence of a video sequence with sharp lighting change.

the ﬁnal form of preview sequence. It is also noted that the selected video clips
should be concatenated in such a way that the temporal order is preserved.

3. Experimental results
The proposed approach has been implemented on a Pentium III computer. Fig. 8
is the user interface of our system, where
• Area ‘‘1’’ shows the frames diﬀerence of test video and the detected shot boundary
is indicated by the red line.
• Area ‘‘2’’ shows RGB histogram of the current frame which is being processed.
• Area ‘‘3’’ lists the detailed information of each shot, including: the starting, ending
and key-frame positions, belonging group and a ﬂag indicates whether the shot is
selected to form the preview sequence.
• Area ‘‘4’’ shows the setting of all threshold values.
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Fig. 8. User interface of video preview.

Table 1
Results of video abstraction
Original video

Original video
length

Number of
shots

Abstracting
video length

Forrest Gump
The Rock
Major League

2 h 22 min
2 h 17 min
1 h 47 min

1006
3541
1350

8 min 52 s
6 min 44 s
8 min 55 s

Number of
shots
92
75
158

Compression
ratio
16:1
20:1
12:1

Meanwhile, the extracted key frames are shown at the bottom. Three movies are
used in our experiment: ‘‘Forrest Gump,’’ ‘‘The Rock,’’ and ‘‘Major League.’’ The
experimental results are shown in Table 1.
The performance of the proposed technique is evaluated in two aspects: shot/
scene boundary detection and video abstraction. To measure the correctness of
shot/scene boundary detection, two metrics are used:
Recall ¼

D
;
D þ MD

Precision ¼

D
;
D þ FD

where D is the number of shot/scene boundary detected correctly, MD is the number
of missed detection and FD is the number of false detection. The test video set is
obtained by randomly selecting a 10-min video clip from each movie. It also take an
experienced person roughly 9 h to get the ground truth of test set. Experimental
results show that the average recall and precision for our shot boundary detection
algorithm are 92 and 80%, respectively. According to the benchmark reported in
Gargi et al. (2000), such metric values are suﬃcient to capture the basic video
structure. However, the average recall and precision for scene boundary detection
(or shots grouping) algorithm are 84 and 70%, respectively. Because scene is a group
of shots that are semantically correlated and is a subject concept to reﬂect human
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perception, diﬀerent human subject has diﬀerent rules to extract scenes. Therefore,
the experimental results are reasonable and acceptable.
As to video abstraction, a direct and mathematically precise quality measure does
not exist. Therefore, we decide to measure the quality of our abstracts by user questioning. After viewing the abstracting video, 10 test person have to answer the following questions on a scale of 1–5, corresponding to strong disagreement or
strong agreement, respectively:
(1) Does the video abstract give you a quick overview of the underlying contents?
(2) Is the video abstract of good quality?
(3) Is the video abstract interesting?
The average rating for the three questions are 4.75, 4.12, and 4.58, respectively. The
rating for question (2) is a little bit low, because we do not concatenate the selected
video clips with editing technique such as dissolves or wipes. However, the overall
opinions of test people is encouraging.

4. Conclusion
We have presented a method for automatically generating preview sequence of
digital movies. Our approach is based on the analysis of high-level video structure.
To derive such high-level video structure representation, the input video is ﬁrstly decomposed into a number of basic components called shots. The proposed shot
change detection algorithm is able to detect both the abrupt and gradual transition
boundary. Then, shots are grouped into semantic-related scenes by taking into account the visual characteristics and temporal dynamics of video. Although the selection of intense-interaction and action scenes as abstract is a heuristic, experimental
results show that this heuristic generally captures well the relative importance of
video content. Compared with the related works (Smith and Kanade, 1997; Toklu
et al., 2000) at conceptual level, our approach is simple yet eﬀective. As the production of movie trailer is a very subjective process, it is highly diﬃcult to automatically
generate a preview sequence that is very similar to the manually produced trailer.
However, there is still hope in determining an empirical basis for video abstraction.
The proposed approach takes a stride toward this diﬃcult problem.
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